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De-and restabilizations of the European border regime. The research project takes the current crisis of the European
migration and border regime as a starting point.

Due to the gentrification process in that area which has been taking place for the last few years 2 , more people
able to pay higher rents are entering the housing market. The area has two faces with run-down houses, drug
sellers and prostitution on the one hand and, on the other hand, renovated or newly built houses, nice and clean
people to be seen in the street as well as on the signs adorning the construction sites. For people with no or
low income who used to live there before, the situation is getting more and more difficult. It seems that a
social space â€” like the Mutfak â€” is really needed in this area to support marginalized people and people in
precarious situations. The solidarity kitchen tries to bring together different people from various backgrounds.
I knew him from a hotel in Edirne where he had told me that he and his friends had almost drowned while
trying to cross the Evros on a boat. The group of 5 young men lost the boat in the water. Afterwards, they tried
to survive in the middle of the Evros on a little island consisting of trash and wood onto which they could
luckily save themselves until they were rescued by a fisherman. Many people have drowned trying to cross the
Evros River. With a friend, he was taken to Edirne Detention Center. Afterwards, the police decided to take
them to Istanbul in a bus convoy along with many other refugees, but Hassan and his friend Ahmed managed
to escape from the bus. They said, yeah that actually you will have to be back to Istanbul. And actually when
we arrived here, the signal. He pushed the button and the doors opened and we start to run out. In both cases,
the governments decided to install fences. Therefore it is, for the most part, not possible to cross the border on
land. People escaping war try to cross over the European borders nevertheless. In August , the Bulgarian
police detained 63 refugees in a boat in the Black Sea and in the beginning of November , a boat with refugees
sank in the Black Sea near the Bosporus 7. At least 24 people died 8. When I met Hassan in Istanbul at the end
of May , he had already been working illegally in a bar to earn some money. But again, things changed to the
worse for him. He told me that he had been working the whole month of May without getting paid. Hassan
immediately answered the question with: The friend told me he lost his work permit for Saudi Arabia with the
start of the Syrian crisis. Hassan described his own life as a life of crazy ups and downs. He and his friend still
thought about going to Europe. After some weeks, Hassan decided to move to Bursa and, after that, to a little
town in the mountains in order to work there. Between Greece and Turkey: Quarter 3, July-September ,
Warshaw , p. Migrant boat traversed entire Bosphorus without being detected before disaster, Hurriyet Daily
News, November 4, , http:
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Transit migration is a term that is used to describe mixed flows of different types of temporary migrants, including
refugees and labor migrants. In the popular press, it is often confused with illegal or irregular migration and carries
associations with human smuggling and organized crime.

The alien smuggling business requires an alien who is willing to pay to be smuggled across borders and a
smuggler or intermediary willing to take the payment and at least attempt the smuggling. Many alien
smugglers also move other items across borders, including drugs, since they already have false documents,
safe houses, and methods of arriving in remote areas of the destination country. As industrial countries tighten
their immigration controls, and pressures to emigrate rise, the cost of migrating illegally and the potential
profits of alien smugglers also increase. Migrants seeking a better life may wind up in the clutches of often
brutal international crime syndicates-- the reputation of such organizations for revenge makes them reluctant
witnesses against smugglers even if they are detected. Some delegates representing 70 governments and 40
international organizations agreed that fighting international alien smuggling syndicates should become a
higher priority on national and international agendas. In waging this fight, it was noted frequently that the
rights of migrants should be protected, and that the demand for migrant services should be reduced as much as
possible by creating other options for migrants to enter industrial countries. On the international level,
governments were urged to see alien smuggling for what it is--a growth industry that permits often criminal
elements to capture the 10 or 20 to 1 income gaps between emigration and immigration countries. Freer trade
and capital flows eliminated many of the profits to smugglers of goods and capital, and governments must
realize that, if there is uneven development in an increasingly integrated world in which migration is
restricted, they will have to place a high priority on combating alien smuggling. Specific steps urged were the
international exchange of data on alien smugglers, agreements between countries on the return of migrants to
their countries of origin, and coordinated law enforcement efforts to deal with international aliens smuggling
syndicates. Longer term measures to accelerate stay-at-home development were also recommended. A study
on transit migration in Hungary released by the International Organization for Migration reports that up to two
million migrants are living in Central Europe who want to move to the West. Their number is continuing to
grow, because of the war in the former Yugoslavia, and immigration regulations in Western Europe strand
migrants in Central Europe. Over 70 percent of the migrants questioned about their future plans wanted to
move West; 60 percent said they would go to any Western nation. Germany and Austria are the favored
destinations for people from Eastern Europe; the US is preferred by those from the former Soviet Union. In
Hungary, an estimated 70, to , foreigners are working illegally. Most are young single men; 60 percent are
college educated. The Hungarian government will issue 2, immigration permits for IOM is an international
organization that helps member states to manage migration, that conducts research on international migration,
and that encourages social and economic development via migration. A summary of the conference papers on
alien smuggling will be published in International Migration, Vol. Emil Varadi, "Two million migrants said
heading for W. Europe," Reuters, December 16,
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Remittances to low- and middle-income countries rebounded to a record level in after two consecutive years of decline,
says the World Bank's latest Migration and Development Brief.

Chapter 4 : Transit Migration Research Papers - racedaydvl.com
A study on transit migration in Hungary released by the International Organization for Migration reports that up to two
million migrants are living in Central Europe who want to move to the West. Their number is continuing to grow, because
of the war in the former Yugoslavia, and immigration regulations in Western Europe strand migrants in.
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Second, it critically surveys the state of the art, analyses causes and conditions of transit migration, identifies its
geography and discusses some methodological and analytical pitfalls and.

Chapter 6 : (Transit-)Migration : Mapping Global City Istanbul
Among those arriving from many OECD countries, transit migration ratio exceeds 30%. To explain these patterns, we
construct a dynamic model of global migration that allows transit migration opportunities to impact the attractiveness of
locations.

Chapter 7 : Dialogue on Mediterranean Transit-Migration (MTM) | Global Forum on Migration and Developm
Challenging traditional approaches to migration, which puts migrants in narrow categories (legal and illegal, newcomer
and settler), 'Transit Migration' shows that migrants and refugees live in transit for years, a stage in the migration course
profoundly affecting destination countries and the.

Chapter 8 : The trans-Saharan migration route | Turning the tide
Challenging traditional approaches to migration, which puts migrants in narrow categories (legal and illegal, newcomer
and settler), Transit Migration shows that migrants and refugees live in transit for years, a stage in the migration course
profoundly affecting destination countries and the migrants themselves.
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